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HUD requirements
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Elevating Lived Experience in CES Evaluation

Better,
more
actionable data

“When we consult the experts, service
implementations are made more relevant and
responsive.”
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Data Collection Considerations

* aka retrospective cued recall
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Notes from the Field
with
Kat Freeman
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Using Participant, Provider,
and Community Leader
Focus Groups for CE Evaluation
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Perspective Learning
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Perspective Learning
Who are the customers?
• Still Homeless
• Formerly Homeless
• Intake/Case Manager/Outreach staff
• Program Managers and Executive
Directors
• Community Champions and Visionaries
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Focus Group Design
Previously Housed
• Organizations to whom referrals
were made for permanent housing
resources

Still Homeless
• Names were randomly selected from
by-name list

• Each organization identified 1-3
potential participants

• Shelter staff talked with potential
participants to gauge willingness to
participate

• Used a flyer to standardize
information about focus groups

• Provided lunch as participation
incentive

• Offered payment for client time, via
gift cards

• Offered payment for client time, via
gift cards
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Focus Group Design
Intake/Case Manager/ Outreach
and Program Manager/ Executive
Director
• Blanket invitation for each organization to
voluntarily participate
• Organizations chose representatives
• Organization representatives limited to 1

Visionaries and Champions
• Completely self-identified and balanced by the community
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Implementation: Still Homeless and Formerly
Homeless
• Encourage storytelling to understanding
client involvement in CE process
• Use language appropriate to the group
participants
• Always pay for participant time
• Use a facilitator who is a person the
clients don’t associate with influencing
their ability to get housing
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Implementation: Other Focus Groups
• Ensure a common understanding of CE
process
• Use information from prior groups to
stimulate discussion and clarify
challenges
• Get participants to articulate their idea
of where they fit in the process and
where they provide best value
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Conduct focus groups in order:
still homeless to champions
Use information from prior
focus groups to refine
questions for following focus
groups
Use an objective person to take notes and document the
discussion
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Let still homeless/formerly homeless tell their stories and identify
qualitative data through their storytelling
Be completely non-judgmental
Know the CE system design and participating agencies before
conducting the focus groups
Community responsibility for recruiting and
balancing participants
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Do not use a local person to conduct still
homeless focus group, to minimize
expectations for participation.
Make sure you have a really good
notetaker. Don’t try to facilitate AND take
notes.
Always strive to use good research and
evaluation techniques, such as random
selection and participant balancing.
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Useful Resources
Guidelines for Conducting a Focus Group
https://irep.olemiss.edu/wpcontent/uploads/sites/98/2016/05/Trinity_Duke_How_to_Conduct_a_
Focus_Group.pdf
Center for Community Health and Development Community Toolbox,
Chapter 3, Section 6
https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/assessment/assessingcommunity-needs-and-resources/conduct-focus-groups/main
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Qualitative Data Analysis is Content Analysis
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Qualitative Data Analysis is linked to…

• An inductive, bottom-up approach to the
collection and description of the data
• Results in a qualitative interpretation
• Often communicated visually, e.g.
through a diagram
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Content Analysis Steps

Close reading
to develop
codes (tags)

• Read, read, & reread text
• Label chunks of text with key
words and phrases (codes)
• Iterate: you can re-read and
apply multiple codes to the
same passages
• Use highlighting, underlines,
comments etc. as needed
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Content Analysis Steps

Close reading
to develop
codes (tags)

example
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Content Analysis Steps

Organize
tagged text
into
categories

• Group your tags into categories e.g. ‘felt angry at staff’
• If you’ve color-coded or used key
words, create your categories
based on this
• Move text around, rearrange it,
etc. to facilitate the process
• For rigor, have a partner who
does the same & compare results
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QDA Steps

Organize
categories
into themes

• Group your categories into
themes -e.g. ‘feelings about
staff’
• Move text around, rearrange
it, etc. to facilitate the process
• Iterate until you have a
cohesive set of 4-8 themes
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Content Analysis Steps

Analyze
and
interpret
using
frequencies

• Interpret the data by using
frequency analyses to describe
categories and themes
and
• Stratify by positive and
negative sentiment, if useful
and
• Highlight key words/ key
phrases
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QDA utilizing AI
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QDA Using AI
• Sentiment analysis
• Emotion detection
• Keyword extraction
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QDA Semantic Analysis with AI
Open source, low cost/no cost option
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QDA Semantic Analysis with AI

pasted text
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QDA Sentiment Analysis with AI
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Key words

https://www.jasondavies.
com/wordcloud/
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QDA Tools
Quick Guide
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Streamlining Tools and Resources

Lean Data

Efficiency and
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automation through
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Lean Data & Listen4Good Model
• Emphasize rigorous but efficient
methods for soliciting feedback from
a large number of clients
• The methods are streamlined through
a variety of tech options
• The emphasis is on listening to, and
acting upon, the voices of those who
receive services
60

Lean Data & Listen4Good Model
5 core survey questions underlie the model
1. How likely is it that you would recommend […] to
a friend or family member?
2. What is […] good at?
3. What could […] do better?
4. Overall, how well has [….] met your needs?
5. How often do staff at […] treat you with respect?
61

Lean Data & Listen4Good Model
The answers to these questions, especially question
#3: “What could […] do better,” allow clients to suggest
ways to promulgate change.
Profiling their input and its influence on program delivery
and on clients’ own self-advocacy changes the story lens,
putting client agency at the center.
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Closing the Loop
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Listen4Good Question Templates

Perceptual
Feedback:
What’s It All About?
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Tech Options
Tools to implement efficient & effective QDA
• Internet-based technologies*
• Mobile Apps
• Text messaging (SMS)

* Including computer transcription
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Tech Options

Lean Data Field Guide
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Tech Options

Enhancing
Evaluation through
Technology

67

Tech Options

Quick Guide

68

Notes from the Field
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The Power of Feedback
A homeless
provider
in Little Rock, AR
closes the loop

vimeo.com/316157380

The Power of Feedback
A homeless
services
organization
in Salt Lake City
collects direct
feedback
through kiosks
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=F_zlIShnxrI

Contact Us!
Andrea Miller
Waypoints Consulting
wma.waypoints@gmail.com

Slide deck and resource guides will be available at the NHSDC website
https://nhsdc.org/
72

Quick Guide

Elevating Lived Experience in Evaluation
through Qualitative Data
#1. Qualitative Data Strategies
Including qualitative data in evaluation efforts helps center the
experiences and voices of those who are most impacted.

Feedback
strategy

Semi-structured
interviews:
Key informants

Focus groups

Guidelines

Best for…

• 15 to 35 ppl of varying
stakeholder groups

• Framing survey questions

• 4 to 12 topic areas
• Need voice recording/
transcription strategies

• Course correction

• 6 to 8 ppl in 3 to 4 groups;
larger is okay; very large is
a listening session

• Exploration of what is
working & why

• 60 to 90 minutes sessions

• To augment or explain
survey findings

• Need facilitator, note taker
• About 250+ ppl or 40% to
60% of participants
Surveys & exit
interviews
with
open-ended
questions

Polls & micro
surveys

• Interpreting the how & why
of quantitative findings

• 5 to 15 questions including
demographics

• Perceptual feedback

• Ongoing feedback about
operations & services
• Project & system
improvement

• Combination of question
formats & valence

• To tell the story within the
story by drilling down &
across

• 1 to 3 short questions

• Ongoing, rapid feedback

• For example:
- Kiosks & polling booths
- Postcards

• Early warning system

• Monitoring & compliance
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#2. Data Collection
There are tailored strategies we can use to meet our clients where
they are at, while striving to foster their engagement with services,
rather than alienating or overwhelming them.

Technique

Guidelines
• Concrete, not abstract

Languaging

• Experiential, not affector belief-laden

• Populations who have
cognitive or psychiatric
barriers that interfere with
info processing & memory

• Present tense, not past

• Interactions with in-person
or written communication

• Visual analog scales

• Populations who have
literacy & reading
comprehension barriers

• Literacy principles &
practices

• Mediums that are textbased

• Look-back techniques*

• Populations who may have
memory limitations and/or
sequential processing
issues

Comprehensibility

• Journey mapping
Temporal framing

Best for…

• Most significant change

• Interviews & focus groups
• Short, not long
Avoiding overload

• Incentives, including gift
cards, stipends
• Acknowledgement of
partner/ expert status

• Populations whose voices
have been marginalized
• Contexts that are designed
to gather feedback

* formally known as retrospective cued recall

p. 2

#3. Qualitative Data Analysis Options
QDA tools span from low cost/no cost add-ons to highly dedicated
analytic environments. Yet highly dedicated platforms may not be
necessary unless qualitative data gathering is extensive and often.

QDA
Software

QDA software

Sample of Options

Best for…

• Dedoose

• All include quantitative
analytics as well as QDA

• NVivo
• Atlas.ti

• Best for extensive QDA,
e.g. ethnographic research
or participatory action
interviews
• Mixed methods research

• R packages (no cost)
Statistical software
add-ons

Ordinary Excel

Visualization
thru Web tools

• SPSS Text Analytics

• Semantic analysis in R if
already an R user

• Any QDA project that is
not extensive, e.g. for
open-ended responses
from a survey

• Analyzing text data from
open-ended questions in
surveys that can be
accessed in csv form

• Parallel Dots add-in (no
cost)

• Straightforward semantic
analysis, e.g. sentiments

• Word Cloud Generator
based on D3

• Crude content analysis,
such key word
identification

• Semantic Word Cloud
Visualization

• Downloadable viz
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#4. Tech Options
Better, more cost-effective tech options - that streamline the
collection, analysis and actionability of client feedback - are
emerging all the time. It’s likely that a tech strategy and solution is
available no matter your CoC size or budget.

Tech platform Sample of Options

Interview
transcription

• Otter.ai (no cost)
(includes integration
with Zoom)
• UberConference
• NVivo
• HSLynk
• HomelessData.com

Mobile apps

• See resources below

Best for…
• When a good amount of
text must be transcribed,
e.g. from key informant
interviews or focus groups
• Low cost, low tech option
• Integration with HMIS data,
if developed by an HMIS
vendor
• Integration with Tableau
• Field-based surveys

• See resources:

SMS

- Lean Data Field Guide

• Links to surveys

- Enhancing Evaluation
Through the Use of
Technologies
(with unpaywall)

• Reaching people in hardto-reach areas

• Pulse for Good

Kiosks

• Real time polls

• Reaching high numbers of
people at low cost
• Real-time, actionable
feedback
• Reaching high numbers of
people, including those
without cell phones

p. 4

The Lean Data Field Guide

Introduction

THE LEAN
DATA FIELD
GUIDE
Tips For Collecting
Customer Data to Build
More Impactful Businesses
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The Lean Data Field Guide

Choose YourTechnology
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CHOOSE YOUR TECHNOLOGY

Start
Here
Are literacy rates very low?

No

Yes

Do you need qualitative,
detailed responses?

Do you need to ask
over 10 questions?
No

Yes

Yes

No

Sensitive questions?
Yes

No
Budget
Less
than
$5k

Go with SMS

More
than
$5k

Go with Phone

Go with IVR

Note
If you can’t get a representative set of phone numbers, go with in-person interviews

The Lean Data Field Guide

Choose YourTechnology
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TECHNOLOGY PROS & CONS
Technology

SMS

Pros
+ Ability to incentivize customer with
airtime bonus

Cons
− Need high mobile penetration &
decent literacy rates

+ Customer can complete at his/her
convenience

+ Good quality open-ended questions
+ Honest responses to sensitive
questions

+ Ability to compare responses to
general population panel (requires
existing panel – e.g. Kenya)

IVR

+ Works in low-literacy areas (e.g.
parts of rural India)

+ Honest responses to sensitive
questions

PHONE
CALLS

+ Works great in low literacy contexts
+ Good for more complicated

− Multiple choice only, not able to
analyze qualitative feedback easily

− Less customer-control over timing
of survey

− Still need phone numbers
− 3-5x more expensive than IVR & SMS

questions that require explanation /
probing (“tell me more about that”)

+ Higher confidence in the quality
of data

IN-PERSON

+ Overcomes low mobile phone
penetration

+ Allows observation (e.g. see
household environment to witness

− Time consuming, expensive (cost
depends on quality of enumerators).

− Experience can be intrusive to
customer

how a product is being used)
+ High quality, trusted data

SENSORS

+ Avoids bias inherent in self-reporting
+ Good for measuring frequency
of predictable events e.g. usage
patterns. Example sensors: heat
sensor (cookstove), light sensor (solar),
sanitation sensor (toilet usage)

− Expensive; ethical concerns

The Lean Data Field Guide
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CHOOSE YOUR SURVEY PROVIDER
This is a list of selected survey partners. This is not an exhaustive list as the number
of providers in this field is constantly growing.

Name

Technology

Country

Website

mSurvey

SMS

Global
(mainly E.Africa)

http://msurvey.co.ke/

Echo mobile

SMS, Tablet

Global

https://www.echomobile.org/public/main

Voto

SMS, IVR

Global

https://www.votomobile.org/

Awaaz.De

SMS, IVR

Global
(mainly India)

https://www.awaaz.de/

GeoPoll

SMS

Global

http://research.geopoll.com/

Labourlink

IVR

India, LatAm

http://goodworldsolutions.org/#labor-link

Fourth Lion

IVR, SMS

India

https://www.fourthlion.in/

Magpi

SMS, IVR

Global

http://home.magpi.com/mobile-data-collection

Ipsos Mori

Phone, In-person

Global

https://www.ipsos-mori.com/

Findyr

In-person + photos

Global

https://www.findyr.com/

Telerivet

SMS

Global

https://telerivet.com/

U-report

SMS

Global

http://www.ureport.ug/

The Lean Data Field Guide

Choose Your Questions & Method

SURVEY RULES OF THUMB

Enjoyable &
ethical

Put the respondent first: include an introduction with a statement of

Who is
responding?

For phone surveys, keep in mind that shared cell phones are

Decision-focused

Make sure your questions are relevant and actionable:

Test test test

Test the questions on yourself and then test questions with a small

Short

Try to keep surveys between 5-10 questions.

Mix it up

Achieve a balance between open-ended and multiple choice

consent, summary of the survey purpose, and a close out text with
personalized content.

common. If you need respondent-specific information, check to see if
you are speaking to the right person.

what will you do with the information you expect to collect?

sample of locals: do they understand the questions right away?

questions (and mix up the order).

Scales

If you are using a scale in your question, make sure it’s appropriate
for and understood by your audience (e.g. be creative: use smiley
faces, thumbs up/thumbs down, 1-5 is better than 0-9).

Don’t assume

Don’t assume knowledge on spending habits as respondent might not
be the primary buyer (see Question Set 4 for an example).

Statistical
significance

The size of sample required to achieve statistical significance can
vary depending on the complexity of your study and population
size - seek expert advice if needed. A general rule for most simple
surveys is a sample size of 200.

Non-customers!

Don’t forget about speaking to non-customers: have they heard of
the product / service or thought about purchasing it? If not, what’s
stopping them?
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“How To” Guides
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HOW TO: CHOOSE A SAMPLE SIZE

Number
of customers

Margin
of error

Sample size
Confidence Level
80%

85%

90%

95%

10K

5%

162

204

262

370

50K

5%

164

207

268

382

1M+ 5%

164

208

269

385

Golden rule
Sample of size of 250 is sufficient in most cases!
Useful definitions

+ Confidence level: is the probability that your sample accurately reflects the attitude
of your population

+ Margin of error: the range (measured as a %) that your population’s responses may
deviate from your sample
Visit this link for additional details:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/sample-size-calculator/

The Lean Data Field Guide

“How To” Guides
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HOW TO: GET CUSTOMER PHONE NUMBERS
Clever & cost-effective ways to start gathering mobile contact information:

1
2
3

Customer Registration
Make Phone Number a “must-have” field in the customer registration
process. Can use mobile-apps or tablets to make data capture more
efficient and error-free (vs. paper entry)

Radio + SMS/IVR
For potential customers, hold a radio campaign to encourage SMS/
IVR inquiries: e.g. “call/SMS this number free to find out more
and be entered into a lottery”

Join Codes
Place a number to register your product on your packaging

This word is called a

Text [HELLO]

80249

JoinCode and can be the
name of your product or
company or any other word

This number is set by your
JoinCode provider

for FREE

To register your warranty / sign up
for offers / enter a lottery etc

Choose a credible incentive
for your customer to text
the joincode

The Lean Data Field Guide

“How To” Guides

HOW TO: RUN A FOCUS GROUP
When to use focus groups

+ To dig deeper into perceptions and attitudes and get feedback on product ideas
and marketing campaigns

+ Particularly useful for understanding non-customers
+ Advantages: allows you to study people in a more natural conversation pattern
than typically happens in one-to-one interviews. Efficient: collect views from
multiple people at once

What makes
a good focus
group

Who: 6-12 people, don’t know each other but feel comfortable together (think about
gender, age, income level when selecting participants). 1 trained moderator, 1 assistant
moderator to take notes
Set-up: chairs in a circle. Example locations: quiet hotel, café, restaurant. Outdoors in
shade can also work well
Feel: Warm, relaxed environment. Offer drinks and small monetary incentive to say
thank you for participation. It’s important to make everybody feels comfortable to share
views.
Length: 45-90 mins. 8-9 question areas

How to run
a focus group

1. Welcome: Thank participants. Introduce moderators and purpose of focus groups
“We have been asked by _____ to find out about ______. We need your input and want
you to share your honest and open thoughts with us”
2. Ground Rules: “(1) We want you do the talking. We would like everyone to participate.
I may call on you if I haven’t heard from you in a while. (2) No right or wrong answers:
every person’s experiences and opinions are important. Speak up whether you agree or
disagree. We want to hear a wide range of opinions. (3) What is said in this room stays
here. Your answers are completely anonymous. (4) Any questions? Is the process clear?”
3. Focus Group Questions: See do’s and don’ts on the next page
4. Close out: Ask “Is there anything we missed?” and thank for participation

22
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Question
Do’s & Don’ts

“How To” Guides

Do:
Ask open-ended Qs, e.g.: “What do you
like best about… what are the biggest
problems with… what comes to mind
when xyz” etc
Follow up if unclear—”will you tell me
more about that?”
Ask for specifics if you get a very general
response to a question
Ask others in the group their views are

23

Don’t:
Ask many “yes” or “no” questions.
Ask more than one question at a time.
Ask leading questions (“Isn’t this true
that Y is important?”)
“correct people” or tell them they are
wrong about something
Be afraid of asking for clarification
Pressure someone to speak

when you only have heard one person’s
opinion
Seek out input from all participants

Setting up
a focus group

It’s easier than you think! All you need to do is:

+ Find a moderator who understands the local context (Impact team can help)
+ Secure a suitable venue for 2 hours
+ Recruit participants: go to local market & ask “are you free [insert time] for 2 hours for
a focus group? You will be compensated for your time”

+ Prepare a thoughtful moderator guide: what questions do you want to ask?

Additional
guides

http://www.focusgrouptips.com/focus-group-questions.html
For helpful tips on question ordering and phrasing
http://www.eiu.edu/~ihec/Krueger-FocusGroupInterviews.pdf
For a full guide on how to design and conduct a focus group
http://www.theexperiencebusiness.co.uk/downloads/content-docs/top_ten_tips.pdf
Top 10 tips for great focus groups
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Table 1. Overview of Internet and Mobile Technologies for Enhancing Program Evaluation

Internet-Based
Technologies
Devices
Supported
Recruitment/
Registration
Tracking/
Retention

Process/
Outcome
Evaluation

Pros

Cons

computers, laptops,
smartphones, tablets
 program websites
 email invitations
 web-based surveys
 program websites
 email communication

 web-based surveys
 data entry portals

- Widely accessible and
commonly used
- Flexible, allows tools to
be combined and
interlinked
- Older, low-SES, minority,
and rural individuals have
lower rates of access

Text Messaging






basic phones and
smartphones
recruitment texts
opt in to program via
text message
text reminders
tracking of text
delivery

 real-time polling
 real-time assessment

Mobile Apps

smartphones and tablets
 registration surveys
 customized prompts
 tracking of app use
 real-time assessment
 collection of nonsurvey data
 real-time transfer of
data to evaluators

- Low-cost, easy to use
- Preferred by younger
adults

- Very flexible and
completely customizable
- Can integrate multiple
tools in one platform

- May be difficult for older
adults
- Rural areas may have
limited cell service
- Messages are subject to
length and size limitations

- Require significant
technological expertise,
typically costly
- Must be developed for
specific operating systems

ENHANCING PROGRAM EVALUATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGIES
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Table 2. Technology Services and Tools for Enhancing Program Evaluation

Host/Website
Web Survey Hosting Services
Google Forms:
www.google.com/forms

Cost

Key Features



Free

LimeSurvey:
www.limesurvey.org/en



Free

PollDaddy:
www.polldaddy.com





Free
Pro: $200/yr
Corporate: $899/yr

Qualtrics: www.qualtrics.com



Request a quote or free trail;
prices may vary depending
on institutional affiliations

SurveyMonkey:
www.surveymonkey.com






Free
Select: $26/mo
Gold: $330/yr
Platinum: $780/yr

SurveyGizmo:
www.surveygizmo.com






Free
Basic: $270/yr
Pro: $1,026/yr
Enterprise: $1,500/yr

Page branching and question
skip logic; Ability to
collaborate; Real-time responses
in charts or sheets
Open source software; Multilingual surveys; Skip
logic/branching; Import and
export functions to text, CSV,
PDF, SPSS, R, queXML and
MS Excel format
Validate/require survey
responses; Randomize and sort
answer choices; Collect
responses offline using app;
Real-time reporting and charts
Branching, display logic, quotas,
email triggers, mobile and
offline compatibility,
randomization, export to SPSS
Page, question, and skip logic;
Custom logo and branding;
Mobile app for iOS and
Android; Text analysis; SPSS
integration
Link branding; iPad, iPhone,
and mobile survey themes;
Scheduled reports; Data
cleaning tools; Offline
(HTML5) surveys
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Website Host and Development Services
Aabaco Small Business:
 Basic: $3.75/mo
www.aabacosmallbusiness.com  Advanced: $5.99/mo
 Premier: $8.99/mo
DreamHost:
www.dreamhost.com








Google Sites:
sites.google.com
Inmotion:
www.inmotionhosting.com




$8.95/mo, 2 yrs
$9.95/mo, 1 yr
$10.95/mo
SSL Certificates: $15/yr
Unique IP Address:
$5.95/mo
Premium Support:
$14.95/mo
Free

iPage: www.ipage.com



Business Hosting:
$5.99/mo
VPS Hosting:
$29.99/mo
Dedicated Servers:
$119.99/mo
Reseller Hosting:
$13.99/mo
$1.99/mo

Weebly: www.weebly.com






Free
Basic: $8/mo
Pro: $12/mo
Business: $25/mo

Wordpress:
www.wordpress.com





Free
Premium: $99/yr
Business: $299/yr





Domain name; Customizable
forms; Password protection
available; Live chat with site
visitors; Live Insights iPhone
app
Host multiple websites; Domain
name; PCI complaint for
eCommerce; Unlimited storage and
bandwidth; Unlimited email
accounts

Internal website (intranet) for an
organization
Sponsorships with open source
programs; Category A, PCI
compliant for eCommerce; SSD
hosting; Data loss prevention;
Shared cPanel hosting for server
management

Domain name; Unlimited space and
email accounts; Site-building tools;
Security suite; 1GB cloud storage
Domain name and email; Weebly
iPhone, iPad and Android apps;
eCommerce functionality;
Customizable forms; Real-time
statistics
Domain name; Search engine and
SEO friendly; Provides templates or
allows HTML and CSS design;
Device responsive; Performance
insights
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Text Messaging, Automated Email Prompting, and Real-Time Polling Services
MessageMedia:
Text to voice; Bulk SMS; SMS
 Service SMS,
www.messagemedia.com
gateway; 2 way SMS; International
Performance SMS, and
SMS; Long/short codes; Dedicated
Business Critical
Premier SMS; free quote numbers; SMS delivery reports
available
Poll Everywhere:
Real-time responding using mobile
 Free
www.polleverywhere.com
phones, Twitter, or web browsers;
 Meeting: $19/mo
Results live on the web or in
 Assembly: $79/mo
PowerPoint; Reporting and grading;
 Convention: $199/mo
Moderation; Team competitions;
 Summit: $499/mo
Can add users
 Custom: $1,999+
ProTexting:
Single and group SMS, MMS,
 Startup: $49/mo
www.protexting.com
social media integration, mobile
 Economy: $79/mo
web, and API; Short code;
 Standard: $149/mo
Autoresponders; Mobile marketing
 Business: $299/mo
compliance; Analytics
 Corporate: $499/mo
 Pre-pay annually and
save
Qualtrics:
SMS surveys, mobile surveys,
 Request a quote or free
www.qualtrics.com
offline surveys; Device detection;
trial; prices may vary
mobile optimization
depending on
institutional affiliations
SurveyGizmo:
Reformatted questions; One
 Free
www.surveygizmo.com
question pages; HTML5 input
 Basic: $270/yr
fields; Mobile layout; Camera
 Pro: $1,026/yr
access; Offline surveys
 Enterprise: $1,500/yr
Survey Signal:
 SMS credit: 10 cents per Signal-contingent and event-based
www.surveysignal.com
sampling; Panel administration
signal
tools; Response monitoring;
Integration with survey software
applications
Twilio: www.twilio.com
Voice and video, messaging, two Pay-as-you-go by
factor authentication; Appointment
product
reminders; Masked phone numbers;
Call tracking
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FIGURE

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION TIMELINE
Participant calls to
register for program.

Participant completes pretest and session-specific
paper-pencil questionnaires.

Participant replies to texts and
watches the weekly videos on a
smartphone, tablet, or computer.

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA FLOW

Registration information is entered into Participant responses are entered
into a data entry portal.
the web-based registration survey.

Participant completes posttest via web-based survey.

Participant receives weekly
texts, e-mails, and videos.

DATA

START

All data are cleaned
and combined into
one master dataset
containing all
evaluation data.

FINISH
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Abstract
Background: A widely discussed design issue in patient satisfaction questionnaires is the optimal length and
labelling of the answering scale. The aim of the present study was to compare intra-individually the answers on
two response scales to five general questions evaluating patients’ perception of hospital care.
Methods: Between November 2011 and January 2012, all in-hospital patients at a Swiss University Hospital received
a patient satisfaction questionnaire on an adjectival scale with three to four labelled categories (LS) and five redundant
questions displayed on an 11-point end-anchored numeric scale (NS). The scales were compared concerning
ceiling effect, internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha), individual item answers (Spearman’s rank correlation), and
concerning overall satisfaction by calculating an overall percentage score (sum of all answers related to the
maximum possible sum).
Results: The response rate was 41% (2957/7158), of which 2400 (81%) completely filled out all questions.
Baseline characteristics of the responders and non-responders were similar. Floor and ceiling effect were high
on both response scales, but more pronounced on the LS than on the NS. Cronbach’s alpha was higher on
the NS than on the LS. There was a strong individual item correlation between both answering scales in questions
regarding the intent to return, quality of treatment and the judgement whether the patient was treated with respect
and dignity, but a lower correlation concerning satisfactory information transfer by physicians or nurses, where only
three categories were available in the LS. The overall percentage score showed a comparable distribution, but with a
wider spread of lower satisfaction in the NS.
Conclusions: Since the longer scale did not substantially reduce the ceiling effect, the type of questions rather than
the type of answering scale could be addressed with a focus on specific questions about concrete situations instead of
general questions. Moreover, the low correlation in questions about information provision suggests that only three
possible response choices are insufficient. Further investigations are needed to find a more sensitive scale
discriminating high-end ratings. Otherwise, a longitudinal within-hospital or a cross-sectional between-hospital
comparison of patient care is questionable.
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completely filled out all questions on both response
scales (Figure 2). The number of all patients who stayed
more than once in the hospital during the study period
was 603 (8.3%).
In responders versus non-responders, the percentage
of patients after elective hospitalisation was higher (63%
versus (vs.) 51%) and the percentage of Swiss nationality
was slightly higher (76% vs. 69%). The distribution regarding age, gender and native language was comparable
(Webappendix: Additional file 2). Patients who completely
filled out all questions (Webappendix: Additional file 3)
showed similar baseline characteristics as those who
sent back the questionnaire (Table 1).
Response scale comparison
1) Questionnaire results, mapping and ceiling effect

Summary statistics for the answers on the NS and the
LS show a very high and satisfactory rating in all domains (Table 2 and Figure 3). As shown in the mapping
of the answers of each category of the LS to the NS (Figures 4 and 5), each response category of the adjectival
response scale is depicted by at least four levels on the
numeric response scale. Comparing both response
scales, the percentages of best category ratings in the LS
are slightly higher for questions with four answering categories as compared to the NS (e.g. 73% in LS vs. 67% in
NS for the “Return-Question”). This ceiling effect was
clearly more pronounced in the LS with only three answering categories (e.g. 80% on LS vs. 48% on NS for
“Question to Nurses”). The floor effect was more pronounced in the LS with the lowest two to four categories
of the NS being represented by the lowest category of
the LS, independently of the number of answering categories in the LS.
2) Comparison of internal consistency of each response scale

Cronbach’s alpha for all five questions was 0.77 on the
LS with a lower bound of the confidence interval of
0.755 as opposed to 0.89 on the NS with a lower bound
of the confidence interval of 0.886.
3) Response scale comparison on the individual item level

Figure 1 Questionnaire on a numeric (NS) and on a labelled
adjectival (LS) response scale.

The results of the correlation of the individual item answers between both response scales are displayed in
Table 3 (all questions) and Figures 6 and 7 for two representative questions (quality of treatment and quality of
information provided by physicians; Webappendix: Additional files 4, 5 and 6 for the remaining three questions).
There was a strong correlation between the response
scales regarding questions about intent to return, quality
of treatment and judgement whether the patient was
treated with respect and dignity, but a lower correlation
concerning satisfactory information transfer by physicians or nurses.

